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these tracts at the time of the estimate, but the informa
tion from these wells was unavailable. Nearly $1.5 bil
lion was spent for the leases, and since the sale 18 dry 
holes have been drilled. Almost half of the tracts leased 
have now been dropped. 

The resource appraisal ranges for the Baltimore Can
yon (Central Atlantic Shelf) were 0 to 4.6 billion bbl of 
oil and 0 to 14.2 Tcf of gas. A sale was held in August 
1976, and more than $1 billion was spent for 93 leases 
(529,466 acres; 211,786 ha.). Several exploratory tests 
have been drilled with one reported gas discovery. 

SCOTT, ROBERT W., World Oil, Houston, Tex. 

Oil and Gas in People's Republic of China 

China has recently become a focal point of interest of 
the world petroleum industry for several reasons. 

1. Enormous reserves have been predicted for the 
country (on the order of Saudi Arabia) as well as a 
significant future potential as a world supplier of oil. 

2. The Chinese political situation has improved mark
edly and American technology now is at the top of 
China's industrial shopping list. 

3. United States and European oil companies have 
held discussions with China concerning future joint-in
terest offshore ventures in Chinese waters. 

4. Some drilling contractors have had at least infor
mal discussions concerning future operations in the 
country. 

5. Many Chinese petroleum delegations have been 
visiting the United States in recent months, holding far-
reaching technical discussions with United States oil 
companies and suppliers. 

China considers information about its petroleum op
erations (reserves, drilling and production statistics, po
tential, etc) to be a state secret and little or no "hard" 
data have been made available for many years. How
ever, on the basis of visits over the past year to China's 
two largest oil-producing areas and its most active off
shore area, plus extensive discussions with several hun
dred engineers, geologists, and production supervisors, 
it has been possible to draw some basic conclusions 
about state-of-the-art of China's petroleum industry. 
These judgments, which stem from the collective obser
vations of two technical petroleum delegations to the 
People's Republic of China, do not agree with some 
published U.S. government statements concerning 
China's potential, nor with some of the conclusions 
drawn by other outside observers. 

SCULLY, R. TUCKER, Office of Oceans and Fisheries 
Affairs, U.S. Dept. of State, Washington, D.C. 

Legal and Political Status of Antarctica 

Interest in the possible hydrocarbon and other miner
al resource potential of Antarctica has emerged as fore
casts of resource scarcity stimulate the search for new 
sources of supply. In addition to geologic, environmen
tal, economic, and technologic factors, the political and 
legal status of Antarctica will have an important influ
ence on determining if and when mineral-resource ac
tivities take place there. In 1959, the 12 nations then 
engaged in scientific research activities in Antarctica 

concluded the Antarctic Treaty. Seven of those nations 
claim territorial sovereignty over portions of Antarcti
ca; five nations, including the United States, neither as
sert nor recognize such claims. The Antarctic Treaty 
establishes a basis for international cooperation in Ant
arctica. It sets aside Antarctica and the waters south of 
60° S lat. for peaceful purposes only and guarantees the 
freedom of scientific research throughout Antarctica. 
The treaty provides for regular meetings of the parties 
enjoying consultative status (the original 12 plus 1) to 
recommend measures to their governments in fur
therance of the principles and purposes of the treaty. 
For those matters it deals with, the treaty holds in abey
ance the respective positions of claimants and non-
claimants to territorial sovereignty. However, it does 
not address the question of resource activities in Ant
arctica. The Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties have 
been engaged in discussions of a possible regime to gov
ern exploration and exploitation of Antarctic mineral 
resources. The parties have recommended that explora
tion and exploitation activities not take place while 
progress is being made toward the timely adoption of an 
agreed regime. 

SEARS, S. O., Shell Development Co., Houston, Tex., 
and F. J. LUCIA, Shell Oil Co., Houston, Tex. 

Dolomitization of Northern Michigan Niagaran Reefs 
by Brine Refluxion and Mixing of Fresh Water and 
Seawater 

Niagaran pinnacle reefs in northern Michigan are lo
cated in a band between a shelf-edge reef complex and 
deeper water facies in the Michigan basin. Pinnacles at 
the shelfward edge of this band are dolomite; pinnacles 
at the basinward edge are predominantly limestone. 

Two types of dolomite have been observed in the pin
nacles. The first type is composed of clear rhombs 
about 30|ti in diameter which only partly replaced the 
preexisting limestone. Its origin is attributed to a fresh-
water/seawater mixing zone at the base of a freshwater 
lens which moved down through the pinnacles during 
their emergence at the end of Niagaran deposition. The 
source of the required magnesium was the stabilization 
of the original high-magnesian calcite in the reefs. 

The second type of dolomite is associated with tidal-
flat environments which existed over and adjacent to 
the reefs during deposition of upper Niagaran and/or 
upper Salina units. This dolomite occurs as brownish, 
irregular crystals which have usually completely re
placed the preexisting limestone. The intensity of this 
dolomitization decreases away from the associated 
tidal-flat environments. Reflux of hypersaline brines is 
presumed to have been the magnesium source for this 
dolomite. Reef material unaffected by this brine reflux 
has 6I3C values of about + 1.5 parts per thousand (ver
sus PDB) and Sr2+ concentrations of about 200 ppm. 
Rock through which this brine passed has S'^C values 
of about -t-4.5 parts per thousand and Sr2+ concentra
tions of about 100 ppm. Both of these geochemical dif
ferences have been attributed to diagenesis. 


